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Dear Readers,
This issue of The Argus
focuses more on school
activities and fun things to
do. We have included
movie reviews, artwork,
and inspiring quotes.
Catch up on some movies
and shows in the Lifestyle
section. The feature story
for this issue is on Mrs.
Gopie and her exciting

P.3

P.7

appointment to Waterbury’s Mayor for the Day.
We at the Argus are trying
to make this year’s newspaper better by working
together and featuring the
talents of students at
Crosby. Sometimes
students pretend like they
don't have a lot of talent,
but we disagree, and have
featured some very

creative and smart
individuals.
Time goes by fast and we
have less time than we
realize, so the editors are
working together to
achieve their common goal
of leaving a legacy. We
hope you find this issue of
the Argus informative,
relevant, and entertaining.
Sincerely,
Jetli Santiago, Asst. Editor
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School
News

By Daja Taylor
Editor-in-Chief

Crosby’s Pep Rally 2020!

Crosby Cheer!
Crosby Drumline

On February 13th, Crosby High showed some school pep. The
Pep Rally took place a day after the return of our principal
Mrs.Gopie from her honorary appointment as African-American
Mayor for the day. The seniors marched in the gymnasium celebrating their final year of high school. Following this, the cheerleaders kept up the enthusiasm, performing a cheer, leading into
the band which kept the crowd going wild.
Next Marissa White paid homage to the National Anthem with her
striking vocals. Following her performance, all our sports teams
were recognized. To kick off the live entertainment, the basketball
players played a form of musical chairs where they raced against
each other to dunk the ball and return to their circle.
This was one of many games played, but the icing on the cake,
pun intended, was the pie-in-the-face. Students raised money to
pie some of our school staff including Principal Gopie which gave
everyone, especially our beloved principal, a good laugh! I think
it's safe to say the pep rally was a success and Crosby’s students
look forward to the next.

Pie, Anyone?

The Star Spangled Banner

The Argus
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Feature
Story

Interview with Mrs. Gopie
Part 1

Exclusive

By
Alyssa Agosto
Shellenie Brijmohan,
& Reanna McCalla
Feature Editor & Feature
Reporters

Q: What do you consider to be the most rewarding part of
working at Crosby High School?
A: The students! The students are funny, they’re amazing, they surprise me all the time, they make me laugh and sometimes I go
home, cry and I come back every day and do it all over again, but
only because I look forward to seeing the students every day.
Q: What do you see as the most challenging aspect of this job?
A: I think there’s many, One of the challenges is to help students to
understand at such a young age the importance of taking their education very seriously. I think they sometimes feel like they have
years to figure it out and they do, but what they’re doing today in
school beginning with their freshman year is really laying the foundation for what they’re envisioning is something that’s like years
away, and then it all comes back suddenly when they’re seniors. It’s
very common for students to say “I wish I would’ve done things
differently starting my freshman year.” So that’s one of the challenges, helping students to really understand and see the importance of taking their education very seriously from the beginning. Another challenge that we have is parental involvement. I
think our families have a lot of challenges that they are facing personally in their lives and they can’t always come to school and always being here doesn’t mean they don’t care about their child. It
just means that they have to work and they can’t afford to not go to
work and come because they need that money to help support their
family. So keeping our parents engaged and involved in our school
community is a challenge and I wish we had more parents that
could participate in our school events and the school community as
a whole.
Q: What does success look like in this position, and how do you
measure it?

A: Success is measured by the success of my students. As a principal
and a leader of this school, your students must feel safe, feel included in the school community, and feel safe in their classes to take
risks and chances with their teachers and answer questions even
when they’re not sure whether the answers are right or wrong.
When students are finding success going onto college, the military
or trade school, or some level of gainful employment that they can
support themselves. That’s success, Everyone doesn’t have to go to
college, but I feel like every student graduates from here must have
a plan of what they’re going to do when they leave because you are
going to wake up in August and you’re not going to come back to

Crosby again. You need to
have somewhere to be, something meaningful to do and I
think that is a shock to some
students when they wake up.
You know the summer passes
and it’s fun because that’s normal, but in August when you’re used
to coming back to school and you don’t anymore and you don’t
have a plan, it’s very scary. It’s a very scary place so to be successful
is when our students are successful and their earning scholarships
or they’re securing jobs or internships or even going onto the military.
Q: What do you think caused you to be chosen for this new opportunity in your life of being mayor for a day?
A: I think there are a number of factors. I was born and raised in
Waterbury, attended Waterbury public schools and I came back
here and raised my family and I work here and I still live here. So I
haven’t left my community, I’m very visible to my community, I go
to church in Waterbury, I’ve been at the same church for a very
long time. My family has been there too. So I think to be selected,
they look for people who are exemplary models of their community, usually, people who are from Waterbury (would be nice if you
are) and I think our community is just very proud of the accomplishments that I’ve achieved and the fact that I don’t hide that I’m
from here. You know I’m very proud to say that I’m from here.
Q: What are you most
looking forward to
when becoming
mayor for a day?
A: I think raising the
flag at city hall would
be pretty cool, sitting
in the mayor's chair is
going to be very cool as well. I think that’s a big chair to fill, not that
I could ever fill that chair and I think that sharing the importance of
education to all who are there would be important and to highlight
the great things that are happening in our schools. I don’t think
people hear enough of the great things that you all are doing all the
time. Whenever there is something bad, of course, that’s on social
media, but whenever great things are happening, people don’t talk
about that. So I’m excited to talk about our students, the great
things that you all are doing, and the hope and the promise that I
have in all of you as being future leaders of our community.
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Feature
Story

Interview with Mrs. Gopie

Exclusive

By
Alyssa Agosto
Shellenie Brijmohan,
& Reanna McCalla
Feature Editor & Feature
Reporters

Q: How did it make you feel being Mayor for the day?
A: It was one of the best days ever. I was totally surprised to see the
governor there. This was the first time ever in the city of Waterbury
that the governor has attended [a] … mayor for a day ceremony...
[i]t was more than I ever expected. [I]t was ... humbling to see the
amount of people that showed up to support me there. The crowds
were overflowing into the hallways and it was just amazing. What
made it even better was that some of the Crosby students were
there so that was also awesome. Colleagues across the city that I’ve
worked with … were there. My pastor was there. My family, my
aunt who is just so dear to me (who isn’t doing well health-wise)
was able to be there. So really it was just an incredible day to have
everyone there and it was just fun. People keep asking if I was nervous and I wasn’t… Once I start talking, I’m not nervous. […] I ... do it
all the time at school … but ... it was just an amazing day to sit back
and enjoy. All of our state representatives were there which was
just incredible. I have never had a delegation show up. [for me]. We
had representative Larry Butler, Stephanie Cummings that represents the Crosby district, etc.

Part 2
Mrs. Gopie and Gov. Ned Lamont

Q: Did you meet the mayor?
A: I did… I’ve met him before. Part of the ceremony, you don’t really
see what he does for the day. I know probably a fraction of what he
does, but I can’t imagine all the things he has to take care of for the
city because [all] the things that I have to think about for the school,
people don’t realize, like ... finances, building maintenance, security
…, classrooms, students, parents, like all these different things, so I
can’t imagine what he has to think about. He’s [in charge of] the
police, the fire department... he’s basically the chief of everything.
So I’m sure he’s incredibly busy and he’s traveling around the country and the state. And to add onto that, to always try to be home
and take care of your city is just an overwhelming job itself. [W]hat
was really cool was that at the end of the ceremony, we went into
his office and we took pictures in his chair and then the Crosby
students came around to take pictures, too. [O]n his desk he had a
red phone. So there was his regular phone, but also a red phone…
[and] the Crosby students noticed and asked, What’s the red phone
for, the atomic bomb?! So I said, I don’t know what the red phone is
for, but don’t touch the red phone because I don’t know where it’s
dialing… [b]ut that had me thinking, What other things is he responsible for and overseeing? Those are things we don’t think about everyday.

Q: What was the best part about being
Mayor for the day?
A: The best part for me was when I raised the
flag outside on the flag post. It was pretty
emotional for me to raise that flag and watch it
go up representing the African American people born in the city of Waterbury. So I think
that was amazing. To top that off, I came back
to work and my daughter went back to school
and she called me. I asked her, Why are you
calling me? You should be in class.” She told me
, Mom, I just want you to know that I’m so
proud of you. And to hear that come from her,
I just sat here and I cried and I was like, Wow,
because you know how you are with your parents. Everything they
do is embarrassing or corny. They’re bored by everything you say
or do. But to have her call me and say that was just like, Oh my
God… [To hear her say] Mom, I’m just so proud of you. You are just
awesome. I was just so proud to sit there and be your daughter. That
was the best for me.

Q: Did anything surprise you or was there something you didn’t expect to happen when you became African American
mayor for the day?
A: All of it , I had no idea what to expect. I didn’t expect all the people who were there in the morning, the horses were an amazing
surprise. My goddaughter showed up. Her parents took her out of
school and brought her. I had no idea she was coming , and she was
over the moon to be there. I let her sit right up front where I was
sitting and she was just like in awe of the day , and the people and
the horses. My pastor came as well to support me so I was happy
about that too. Then when I came back to school, I had no clue that
all these things were planned. I didn’t see any signs [earlier in the
day] anywhere—no kids said a word—everyone walked around
the building totally normal. Nothing seemed out of the ordinary to
me at all. ...I never heard the drum line rehearsing, kind of in hindsight before I left I saw two kids in their drumline shirts and they
just said ,Oh, we are practicing for the pep rally, and that made
sense to me and I … just kept walking. The cheerleaders , the drum
line , the dancers , the singer , the banner, and how all the students
were just waiting— it was just amazing. Also, … they had my office
decorated in red , black and green. I had food and strawberries. My
favorite culinary students made them. It was just overwhelming
and amazing! I couldn’t have asked for anything better!
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Interview with Dylan Kinsella

Feature
Stories
(cont.)

Q: Was there anyone you idolized or
looked up to when it came to soccer? If
so, who and why?
A: There wasn’t anyone I idolized because
when I started playing soccer it wasn’t a
planned thing. I didn’t really know about
the game when I started playing. It was
just something I signed up for because I
realized I was good.
By Alyssa Agosto, Shellenie Brijmohan, &
Reanna McCalla
Feature Editor & Feature Reporters

Q: What advice would you give to someone that wants to play
soccer?

Q: When did you start playing soccer
and what encouraged you to keep
going?

A: The advice I would give to
someone that wants to play soccer is
“Don’t give up, train and work hard”.

A: First-year was 2012. I think I was
around 11 or 12 and What
encouraged me to keep playing was my
first game. I actually scored like 4 goals
and… I was just good at it so I kept playing.

Q: How do you prepare for a game that
is different from your teammates?

Q: What do you think are the top
three things to focus on in order to
succeed in soccer?

A: Leadership, I think everybody on the field
needs to have leadership regardless of who
your captains are if everyone has leadership
you’ll have a successful team.
Q: What do you think you have improved
over these past four seasons?
A: What I think I’ve improved on these past
four seasons is definitely my technique. I feel
like I just learned the game in general and I
just studied the game and learned it.
Q: What advice has the coach given you
that you will always remember?
A: “Keep your eyes open”
Q: How do you channel your frustration
when the referees’ decision doesn’t go
your way or at least how you hoped?
A: Well, as a captain I gotta
respectfully talk to him. Being a
leader and a respectful player you have to
pull him to the side… tell him how you feel,
tell him what you saw even though you
know it’s not gonna change anything. Just
have respect and keep going.
Q: How do you stay motivated after losing
a game?

A: I mean everyone has their own
pregame routine. In mine, I always shower
at the same time, listen to the same songs
and wear the same socks.

A: Look forward to the next game and how
you can improve and do better than last
time.

Q: What are the best qualities of a team
player?

Q: Do you have any future goals or plans
set for after high school?
A: I plan on playing college soccer and taking
it day by day, whatever happens after that
happens.

A: You need to know how to
dribble, defend, and shoot the ball.

“Wyverns of Ambala” &
“Serpents of the Sea” are
two characters created by
Neyshka Hernandez.
See the story behind these
and other characters on
p.13
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Issues in the News

Should The U.S
Ban Firearms?
By Damon Albuja
News Editor/Reporter

Should the United States
ban guns or not in the
next few years because of
what is happening in society? Or is a law to ban
guns
unconstitutional? According to Phoebe Bovy, an
author with The New Republic, we should ban
guns because there are
“too many mass shootings
happening” and the “U.S.
has the highest gun
deaths of all countries.”
James Fallows from The
Atlantic says we shouldn’t
ban guns because the
“U.S. is the only country to
count suicide by gun as a
gun death” and that “ most
mass shootings happen in
gun-free zones” (that is
97% of mass shootings in
gun-free zones).
Phoebe Bovy from the
New Republic also says
we should ban guns because “someone who is
against banning guns will
not fight against police
brutality against blacks
nationwide because they
only have concerns for
small-town whites.”

In the
News
What
Phoebe
is saying
is that people who
don’t want
guns to be banned only care
for the concerns of white people. James Fallows says we
shouldn’t ban guns because
“it’s your individual right to
own a gun” and asks, “why
should good people be punished for the actions of bad
people?”
Phoebe Bovy then says we
should ban guns because the
“National Rifle Association
(NRA) exists” and “banning
guns is just good for the
country.”
Phoebe says to ban guns because some believe the NRA

gives out guns to criminals. Others say the association is there to protect
civilians. James Fallows
says, “private planes are
more dangerous than assault
rifles because someone
can cause mass casualties by crashing the plane
into a crowd of people or
something of that nature.”
Other people say we
should ban guns because
firearms are rarely used in
self-defense. The opposing side, however, says,
“according to the Center
for Disease Control on average guns are used in
self-defense 500,000 to 3
million times a year.” Jack
Wilson stopped a gunman
from killing more people
than he did because he
was able to shoot and kill
the gunman. Some news
articles called Wilson a
hero while others didn’t
talk about him.
In the end, should we ban
guns or not? It all depends
on how you see the
situation and if you want to
use emotion to decide or
facts and statistics to decide the law.
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In the
News

By Carlos Velez
News Reporter

The Life & Untimely Death of
Kobe “Black Mamba” Bryant

Kobe Bryant was a noble basketball player that inspired
many. On January 26, 2020,
the nation was shocked that
this legendary basketball player
died in a helicopter crash. Even
more tragic was that his 13year-old daughter Gianna Bryant and seven others were
killed as well.
Kobe Bean Bryant was born on
August 23, 1978, and raised in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. He
was an American professional
basketball player, who helped
lead the Los Angeles Lakers of
the National Basketball Association to five championships.
Bryant was an 18-time All-star,
15-time member of the All
NBA Team, a 12-time member
of the All-Defensive Team,
was named the 2008 NBA
Most Valuable Player, and was
a two time NBA Finals MVP
winner. Widely considered one
of the greatest players of all
time, he led the NBA in scoring during two seasons, ranks

Newport Beach, California. Her
father was the reason she started
playing basketball.

Kobe Bryant pictured with his daughter, Gianna

fourth on the league's all-time regular-season scoring and all-time
postseason scoring lists.
Kobe Bryant was a father of four
children: Capri, Bianka, Gianna,
and Natalia Bryant. Gianna Maria
Onore Bryant, also referred to as
"Gigi," (May 1, 2006 – January
26, 2020) was an American middle
school basketball player that attended Harbor Day School in

Gigi played basketball for the
Mamba Sports Academy, where
she was coached by her father
until their tragic death. She
played on the competitive team
with the club at the U-10
through U-15 levels. Bryant
wanted to play college basketball at the powerhouse University of Connecticut, she regularly
attended UConn, WNBA, and
Lakers games with her father.
Their tragic death affected many
because of the close relations
with former NBA players, celebrities, and fans.
On April 13, 2016, Kobe played
his final NBA game and scored
60 points against the Utah Jazz.
He gave a heartfelt speech to his
fans and for his love of basketball. Kobe Bryant was loved by
many but respected by all. He is
survived by his children and his
wife who carry his legacy on in
our hearts and memory.

The
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Lifestyle

Game Review:
Call of Duty
Modern Warfare
The Best New Game of 2019-2020

By Jacob Gonzalez
Lifestyle Reporter

The Mandalorian, The Hardened Bounty
Hunter With A Soft Spot
By Alfredo Rivera Jr.
Lifestyle Reporter
The Mandalorian is a TV show available exclusively
on Disney Plus. It is set five years after “Episode VI:
Return Of The Jedi.” The show has been met with
massive praise and is getting a second season in October of this year.
The story revolves around The Mandalorian, otherwise known as Mando (his real name isn’t revealed
until later on in the story). Mandalorians are part of a
religion that are warriors and find honor in death.
Guns and their armor are part of their religion. Mandalorians are often thought of never taking off their
armor (which is partially true). They take off their
masks only when alone. No one has seen a Mandalorian’s face, and that’s just how they like it.
Mandalorians are prideful creatures, but their true
story begins with Mando on an ice world looking for a
bounty target. He walks into a bar and saves a Mythrol
from shady individuals threatening to kill him. After
saving the Mythrol, Mando admits that he only saved
him to claim the bounty on him. He then says, “I can
bring you in warm, or I can bring you in cold.” He
reaches for his blaster in his holster, implying he
would kill him. This shows how his character is at first:
cutthroat. He then binds the Mythrol and takes him to
his ship called the Razor Crest and places him in the
cockpit as he starts to fly off the planet. The Mythrol
tries to escape the ship and the Mandalorian freezes
him in carbonite. The viewer realizes that this is what
he meant by bringing him in “cold.” He turns him in
and gets the reward for his bounty.
I’d be spoiling some good content if you decide on
watching the first episode and the series. I highly recommend this show if you are interested in or a fan of
Star Wars.

Call of Duty Modern Warfare is a first-person military video game developed by Infinity Ward and published by
Activision. This is the 16th installment of the Call of Duty
franchise, and a reboot of the Modern Warfare series.
This game will become the next best CoD game, according to the community. The multiplayer version supports a
cross-platform for the first time to allow people around the
world have a fun, tactical time. It introduces features like
“realistic mode” which removes the HUD (Heads Up Display) and “Ground War” that now supports up to 64-100
players. It also introduces a new game mode that separates players into two teams to battle it out to see which
team is better.
This game introduced an entirely new engine which allows the game to enhance performances such as more
detailed environments and better capabilities. This game
received mixed reviews for its subject matter, but it got
positive reviews for its three different modes: Campaign,
Multiplayer, and Spec Ops. The Spec Ops tests your skills
in situations based on scenarios. Of note, the Campaign
story starts in 2019 during a covert operation to recover
shipments of dangerous chemical gas headed for Urzikstan. CIA SAC/SOG Officer “Alex” is intercepted and is
forced to give up gas. Station Chief Kate Laswell requests
the assistance of SAS Captain John Price in recovering
the chemicals and de-escalating the situation. Alex is
eventually sent to meet up with the rebel leader Farah
Karim, who agrees to join forces in tracking down the
chemicals, in exchange for helping him meet his political
goals.
Modern Warfare has many parts that have been praised
from story to multiplayer and from cooperative to competitive. Reviewers said, “this game has been one of the best
Call of Duty games ... the story mode is amazing…” Another reviewer said, “everything in the game makes this
game one of the best games ever.”
Many cosmetics in the CoD are cool and creative from
outfits to weapon skins to charms and stickers. There are
even cosmetics and so ridiculous and bright that players
stand out when running around. In this game, Modern
Warfare also has blueprints which are weapon variants
that come with different attachments. Also, there are
wristwatches that can tell you your level, kills in a match,
deaths in a match, and more. And there are many more
cosmetics to come!
This new Call of Duty has changed the franchise in many
ways. Players I know have enjoyed this game for years
and I personally do, too, and will enjoy it for years to
come. It has a really good story and good gameplay. I
know this game will eventually be named the best Call of
Duty of all time.
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Star Wars: Rise of Skywalker
By Shiv Parbhu
Lifestyle Editor & Reporter

The Broly Movie is an
Action-Packed Film Anime
Fans Will Love
By Dontae Belcher
Lifestyle Reporter
Dragon Ball Z is one of the biggest franchises in
America. What is interesting about Dragon Ball
Super: Broly, you may ask? Dragon Ball Super:
Broly is one of the highest-grossing movies, in
fact, it was ranked the third highest in American
movies. It’s an animated movie that is thrilling,
exotic, and violent and is executed perfectly.
Made in Japan, the creative director is none
other than Akira Toriyama, the man behind
Dragon Ball Z. Martial arts contributed to a liveaction experience that fans will love. The plot
begins with three aliens, two of which live on
Earth. One invades Earth and fights Goku and
Vegeta. They rise to face the threat but in a turn
of events, Goku befriends the enemy.
A week prior to the release, online tickets were
very limited. It was almost impossible to get an
exclusive four-ticket package. One week after
the movie had been released, I went to the movie theater and saw three lines of people attending the movie.
The success of this movie made news
because anime used to be looked down upon.
Now it is one of the most beloved genres. Dragon Ball Super: Broly earned Japan and America
$30.7. It also made fans excited about upcoming
games and a new series. Recently, a parade in
New York had a Goku character balloon celebrating the Dragon Ball Z franchise. In conclusion, I highly recommend the Broly movie if you
are into animated films.

Star Wars: Rise of Skywalker concludes the 42
year-long series since A New Hope, released in
1977. In the ninth and final episode, it is shockingly
revealed to everyone that the supposedly deceased Sith Lord, Emperor Palpatine, is in fact still
alive and survived after he was thrown into the
Death Star’s reactor by his once-loyal apprentice,
Darth Vader. He reveals that he’s been behind everything and has been manipulating Kylo Ren’s mind
to keep him on the dark side.
Production for the movie was completed on November 24th, with the budget of the movie costing
over 275 million dollars. The Rise of Skywalker
had its world premiere in Los Angeles in December
16, 2019, and was released in theaters on December 20, 2019. The film is roughly about 2 hours and
22 minutes long due to the fact that it was the final
and most expensive movie produced.
Even though the J.J. Abrams film earned only 52%
on Rotten Tomatoes, the movie earned about
1.046 billion dollars in the box office. It received a
6.9/10 from IMDb and a 54% rating from Metacritic.
Also, there were mixed reviews from critics, such
as Rolling Stone, who said, “Episode IX won’t be all
things to all fans, but it’s a fine and fitting end to the
Skywalker Saga.” And Peter Travers, also from
Rolling Stone, said, “[a] part of our film history and,
when Rey and Kylo seize the screen, an indelible
part of our hearts.” Overall, The Rise of Skywalker
is a phenomenal movie and is worth seeing if you
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Crosby Crossword

Recreation

By Nathan Feliciano
Art/Creative Team

10

Across

Down

By Taina Camargo

“Dragons of Ice” &
“Scorpions of the Desert”
are two characters created
by Neyshka Hernandez.
See the story behind these
and other characters on
p.13
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Student Spotlight

WINNING POSTER FOR HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH CONTEST
BY MARILETZA LIZARDI-MERCADO

“SELENA QUINTILLA”
BY TAINA CAMARGO
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Student Spotlight
Featuring Crosby Students

Submission in honor of Black History Month

By Nefertiri McDonald
Contributing Writer

“BLACK PRESS Times Five”
Black Press
Black like the ink on newspaper
Whenever another injustice becomes a statistic
Black like the lives of those whose deaths were systematically sadistic
Like Ida, they condemned the lynching
While Garvey told us to remain unflinching
Against oppression
The journalists and abolitionists screamed “BLACK POWER”
While the whites reported on rain showers
And devoured black lives when their hatred became sour
The tree which gave a breath of life was used to introduce the breath of death
The typewriters spat poison towards racism, simultaneously putting his soul to rest
On behalf of the dead, the living, and the “surviving” at best
They tried to burn down our buildings
Where the pen was indeed mightier than the noose
But the white fire only became black fire when all hell seemed to break loose.
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Student Spotlight
Written by Neyshka Hernandez
Artist-in-Residence
Scorpions of the Desert
Drawing has always been a way of putting my thoughts and emotions onto paper in the form of characters. Writing stories about
the characters I make is my way of giving these characters life, a
personality, a purpose, and habits that I may or may not have.
They experience a world nobody will ever have... They are given
love [by some] while others despise them. They experience loss
and betrayal like no other and yet they will never be seen by the
human eye but my own. They will forever remain on the lines of
paper and the only proof they have ever existed is when I draw
them and give them eternal life. I am the only one to know their
story as I’m the only one to write them... Some of the characters I
create reflect who I am, parts that are hidden, or nature... So
whenever you see [me with] a notebook or a binder with plenty
of paper inside, I’m writing about the characters I create and the
characters that are also me.
Dragons of Dragonia
I have many characters that have been created through emotions,
movies I have watched, traditions I find interesting, or nature I
look at. [Here are] a select few that represent the aforementioned
interests.
Wyverns of Ambala
The first is the Wyverns of Ambala. They are a small race of Wyvern that stands at 15 feet tall and are 20 feet long from snout to
tail. They thrive in the huge mountains and are powerful and agile
fliers. Their enormous wings enable long flights. They have a
wingspan of 25 feet and their scales help them become a part of
the terrain itself. The Wyvern I made is Abraxos who comes in a
grey-blue color. His personality is that of a tyrant and since the
time he has hatched, he’s tried competing with another dragon he
grew up with for the title of wing leader, only to fail and betray
the others. Despite this, he’s been loyal and very observant and
tends to stand on the side lines which makes him unfit to lead in
the eyes of others.
Serpents of the Sea
Working our way to the oceans, we have the Serpents of the Sea.
The name is rather odd, but it serves its purpose as these dragon’s
bodies are that of a serpent with large fins in place of legs. They
have a large and powerful tail that helps propel them through the
waters and swim through strong currents. They come in colors of
blue-green and aquamarine scales. Their dark scales glow which
allows them to communicate amongst each other. They are located on their snout, back and their underbellies. Being the top predators of the sea, they are rarely seen by the other species of dragons and are often deemed as a myth. The serpent I made is Bass
who comes in a blue-green color. She was the caretaker of a group
of young dragons with Abraxos being one of them. She was always rather solitary and calm and sometimes can be playful
around a certain young dragonet.

Traveling back on land, we have the Scorpions of the Desert.
They come in yellow, gold, red-orange and white scales, they
blend into the sand with such ease. They have a poisonous
barbed scorpion tail and their talons are also laced with their
toxin. They can survive even in the hottest temperatures and
enjoy burying themselves in the sand as it can cool them down
if they cannot find water. The young dragonet named Viper
rather enjoys the sand because it feels nice against her rough
scales. She’s considered the opposite of the rest of her kind.
They’re usually aggressive, but not this little dragonet. Viper is
also very jolly and always makes even the meanest dragon
become more friendly, even for a little. However, this is where
the differences end because like the other scorpions, she is
very observant and are sometimes solitary dragons.
Dragons of Ice
To the north, we have the Dragons of Ice, who dwell within the
frozen glaciers and frosted tundras. They are often impossible
to spot - even in broad daylight - unless they move for whatever reason they deem necessary. With their silver-white scales
like the bright moon we see at night, or pale blue like the frozen glaciers, they blend in with their elements with ease; plus,
the fur on their neck and front legs adds a more arctic look.
Unlike the other dragons who have smooth, yet damaging,
claws, these arctic beasts have long, jagged claws with a large
curve to dig into the slippery ice. They contain black eyes that
allow them to handle the bright and overwhelming light of the
sun reflecting off the snow. These dragons are able to handle
sub zero temperatures and the only other dragon that may be
able to survive in these harsh climates is their desert-loving
opposite as they generate their own heat. The character I
created is Glacier, who is often found around an adult named
Winter who is another ice dragon. She’s very patient and very
solitary unless it’s another of her kind or viper. Due to this,
she’s been found creepy by Abraxos, but she simply ignores
him and his snarky remarks about her.
My inspiration for the characters I make, especially these
along with the stories I … make, is an odd thing that I can’t
seem to really figure out myself. However, it's something I
choose to continue, not just for my own entertainment, but ...
for everyone who sees these characters … while wondering
why I made them or what their story is. Each character I have
made and will make [in the future] is unique … and will always be improved [upon] as time goes on when I find a new
inspiration for them... I ... hope that one day these amazing
characters I make will [take on] a life [of their own].

Stay tuned for more of Neyshka’s dragons in Argus Issue 3!
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By Kayla Petit
Art Team
Aries - Health can be maintained with enough rest
and relaxation. Prospects for academic growth and
travel activities are promising. Financial situation is
somewhat disturbing.
Taurus - Though income is generous, expect problems from family members. Health will be cheerful.
Expect problems on the job front. Family relationships are worrisome.
Gemini - The financial situation will be fabulous
and speculations will add to your wealth. Career
growth requires a lot of hard work. Health will show
improvement in the latter part of the month.
Cancer - Singles will have plenty of opportunities for love relationships. Aspects of Mars
are encouraging for career development. Income is generated through financial intelligence. The family environment will face a rough patch.
Leo - The month promises to be eventful and exciting. Venus will help single persons to
enjoy their relationships. Relaxation will help your health prospects. Monetary growth
will be achieved with the help of others. Students will do well in their studies.
Virgo - Singles will have romantic ambitions. Health will be delightful and the family
environment will be cheerful. Career growth is supported by family members. Finances
will be disturbed.
Libra - The month promises to be an excellent one for achievements. Health presents a
rosy picture. The month is favorable for initiating partnership projects. Educational
growth will be excellent.
Scorpio - Singles will have love at first sight opportunities. Mars will provide enormous
energy for athletes. Planetary aspects are not encouraging for wealth. Career development
will be excellent with the help of social circles.
Sagittarius - The month will be full of interesting events. Job will be full of conflicts.
Investments will help your finances.
Capricorn - Mars and Venus will help couples get along. Health will be good after the
20 of the month. Money flow will be sufficient to take care of expenses. Predictions for
education are encouraging, while career will face disappointments.
Aquarius - Health will improve as the month progresses. Career growth is subject to
major changes. Finances will be wonderful. Family atmosphere will be challenged by disagreements between members.
Pisces - Singles can find love partners through good communication. Strong determination from your side will guide professional ambitions. Finances will be strong and family
affairs will be pleasant.
th

By Edith Gonzalez
Art Team

“The quality, not the
longevity of one’s
life is what is
important.”
- Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.
“Failure is the opportunity to begin
again more
intelligently.”
- Henry Ford

Quotable
“Strive for progress,
not for perfection”
- Unknown

“If you really want to
escape the things that
harass you, what
you’re needing is not
to be in a different
place but to be a different person.”
- Lucius Annaeus
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